Sale of C And C Shellfish Company Ltd.
Location: Fanny Bay, Comox Valley, BC
Price: $565,000.00
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SALE OF C AND C SHELLFISH COMPANY LTD.
OWNER: DIANE CURNOW
EMAIL : diane.crnw@gmail.com
Location of Clam and Oyster Leases is Fanny Bay, B.C.

Telephone 250 702-4757. Price: $565,000.00

Description of first License of Occupation Lease number is 106006, Land file 0320956, situated in Mud Bay inside Fanny Bay and
primarily a manila clam farm with some oysters. The size is 12.7 acres. Provincial Term runs to 2028 then renewal and the Fisheries
and Oceans License for Shellfish harvesting is 2025. I have applied to grow geoducks and my application has completed the first stage
and it was submitted 2.5 years ago the time to completion is unknown. The species on my current license are: pacific oyster, manila
clam, littleneck clam, butter clam, razor clam, nuttall cockle. I contracted an independent clam biomass survey of the lease completed
by Rob Marshall, PhD on July 7, 2021. I have included it. The condensed version is 2 saleable sizes of manila clams were examined the
sub-legal size is under 38mm. and the low estimate of individual manila clams is 1,279,032 and the high estimate is 2,084,042. The
manila clams over the size of 38mm., the low estimate is 1,114,748 and the high estimate is 1,900,781 of individual manila clams. It
does not guarantee future biomass totals or predict harvest size. Those are farming choices to be made by the future owner and
predation impacts are unknown. Another factor of harvest return is the conditional closure that is triggered when 40mm of rain falls
in 24 hours. This conditional closure for fecal coliform can occur anytime between May 1st and December 31st of every year. It usually
swings shut in the middle of October to the end of November of each year. Water and meat samples are taken by the local Processor,
Fanny Bay Oysters, and DFO posts when Mud Bay can reopen. There are other types of closures such as inviibrio closures which effect
the sale of half shell oysters only and every few years, we get red tide but this is definitely not an annual event. When harvesting is
not an option other maintenance can take place or just take some down time. I have 2 seasonal people who work for me digging the
clams. Prior to Covid-19 the company grossed between $90,000 and $100,000 a year. And my clam diggers only want to work part of
the year due to their age. This license if dug by younger owners or partners would be more profitable. Clams when sold by the pound
are always worth more in the winter when we have night tides.
My second License of Occupation is License number 109471 and land file number 1401881, and its tenure with the province is April
2022 than renewal and the Fisheries and Oceans License runs until 2025 for harvesting. It is in Mud Bay and under the same Conditional
Closure as my other lease and that is May 1 to December 31st, if it rains 40mm in 24 hours then no harvesting can take place and the
samples are taken by Fanny Bay Oysters. Once it is clean again DFO reopens Mud Bay. This is a deep-water site and is anchored in 20
to 30 feet of water with 3 longlines and is 4.6 acres. When I first started the lease, it was over 30 years ago I did do tray oysters referred
to as the half shell market and they grew very well and I sold them to a Processor and had a small oyster seed business and sold to
other Growers. And once I bought the beach and had the clams to harvest, I switched the longlines to growing out clam seed and
oyster seed. No one was hanging their clam seed in deep water but I experimented with Japanese pearl nets and it worked and now
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everyone hangs their seed in bouncing buckets or whatever medium they choose. On the Management Plan there is also one raft that
could be built and put on the site. This site has a lot of potential. Another system that Fanny Bay Oysters is using is a floating black
bag system for half shell oysters and that would attach easily to the longlines and make additional income. I tie up my aluminium
herring skiff at the wharf at Lighthouse RV Park and it takes 10 minutes to get to the leases by boat. I can take the boat to the beach
or I can walk down to it from the road.
What else is included in the $565,000 price is a 23-foot aluminium herring skiff and a 20-hp. motor and my trailer to move it. I have a
clam machine with a Honda motor it does dig clams as well as turn over the beach for planting. The hydraulic system runs on mineral
oil. The clams come out of the beach but they are not sorted to species for sale. Whereas a person does it while they are digging. They
leave behind what is not saleable. The clam machine is a better tractor then a harvester. When I have had a problem and a certain
patch of ground that is not producing, I have used the clam machine and it pulls out wood, dead shell, debris that hand digging does
not and then everything is turned over onto the top of the beach and the ocean washes it out. Other equipment included in the sale:
pearl nets, bouncing buckets, barrels for floats.
The new owners must have their own clean- up bond for the 2 leases or pay me and leave mine in place. The clean- up bond is refunded
by the Provincial Government to the Grower when they sell.
Housing is not included in this Sale but I do intend to sell my home in Fanny Bay as soon as C and C Shellfish Company Ltd. is sold. And
I want to move to town (Courtenay). I realize that the housing market in Fanny Bay has very little inventory so a new person may want
to buy my 2-bedroom home and has many sheds on the property. There is also an opportunity to have others shellfish companies or
individuals sublet your Shellfish Farm since the government does allow the subletting of Licenses of Occupation.
I check my email every evening if you can’t reach me by cell.
If you wish to view the leases, please contact me quickly. It is best to see the beach lease in August.
Thank you,
Diane
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North end of clam beach looking towards Denman Island.
Fencing used to divide neighbouring lease.
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Clam Bags dug on the north end of the clam beach
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Orange arrow shows Big Wreck on south end of
lease
•Yellow arrow indicates location of little wreck

Shellfish farm next door has had an
existing geoduck farm for over 10 years
and it is prospering.

South End of Beach lease. See Cement block identifying
number of License and fencing divides area from neighbour’s
beach lease. Neighbour’s beach lease is a geoduck farm and
has clams and oysters.
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The big wreck is on the south side of the beach lease and has many oysters
growing on it. It was sunk in the 1940’s as a breakwater for logging booms
positioned in the river. The ship was originally built around WWI. When it was
blown, they used dynamite and the blast broke many windows in Fanny Bay.
And the company repaired them all.
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View from the top of the beach on north end and looking
toward the south end of the lease in the distance. I use clam
netting as a perimeter divider from the beach above.
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Little wreck is situated in the center of the 12.7 acres of clam
ground and oysters in background, it was a wooden boat
blown up at the same time as the Big Wreck. The area below
both the Big Wreck and Little Wreck is where I applied to
plant geoducks in the future when I have the license.
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Clam Machine- see plastic skis against wall. These are placed
on the front of the clam machine and attached to the small
wheels.
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Taking the skiff over to the
longlines to put out Japanese
pearl nets and more seed.
The longlines are 520 feet long
and there are three longlines.

The longline lease is
approximately 4.6+ acres
and is also in Mud Bay
and my two leases are 5
minutes apart by boat.
The anchors are made of
cement and chain comes
out of them and the
anchor lines are shackled
to the chain. The length
of the anchor lines to the
surface is 300 feet. That is
a scope of 10 to 1. There
is a natural reef that
protects Mud Bay from
many storms.
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The white bouncing buckets grow out
clam seed and oyster seed. To a size
where they can later be moved to the
beach to grow to marketable size.

Bouncing Buckets are attached to the longline and the
little seeds move up and down in the bucket. They do
not stick together because there is constant movement.
And grow to a nice size and shape of oyster and clam
seed before being planted on the beach lease. One
bucket can hold 2,000 to 2,500 manila clam seeds.
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Another growing medium
are Japanese pearl nets
and, in this photograph,
have grown oyster seed, I
also use my small mesh
nets to grow manila clam
seed.
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